ASQ Membership

For more than 70 years, ASQ has been the world’s largest organization dedicated to quality—enabling quality and continuous improvement to have a strong voice in factories, government, schools, hospitals, and businesses. When members join ASQ, they join a community that connects them with more than 70,000 members dedicated to problem solving in 150 countries who use tools and methodologies to make a difference in businesses and throughout the world.

The essential services delivered to ASQ members include:

- **Networking Opportunities**—ASQ members meet and share best practices in their communities and industries by participating in ASQ conferences, local section meetings, industry-specific forums and divisions, discussion boards, and online communities.

- **Professional Development**—Tools such as training, the ASQ Career Center, certifications, and publications provide members the training and knowledge to advance their careers.

- **Solutions**—Members solve problems and find answers to quality issues, big and small, in the ASQ Knowledge Center. The Knowledge Center is home to the Quality Body of Knowledge (QBOK®). More than 30,000 articles and case studies are available.

- **Access to Knowledge and Information**—ASQ’s flagship magazine, *Quality Progress*, along with books and journals, contain classic and current quality principles and theories. Also available to members are timely, quality-related stories with *Quality News Today* news source and the *The Insider* e-newsletter.

Organizational Memberships

ASQ also provides memberships to companies and institutions. These memberships provide unlimited access to information, multiple networking opportunities, professional development tools, and solutions to help organizations answer questions and reach their goals.

ASQ has two types of organizational memberships: Corporate and Enterprise.

- **Corporate membership** provides all locations and employees of an organization with a customized service and benefit experience. All employees—worldwide—have access to quality tools that help an organization increase productivity and performance; create uniformity of skill sets and drive team participation; apply process improvement techniques more widely; encourage continuous innovation; use quality business management; and reduce training and certification costs.

- **Enterprise Quality Roundtable membership** provides the same benefits as the Corporate membership, plus it provides roundtable interactions for a set of quality peers and for executives. Enterprise Quality Roundtable members have four complimentary registrations to ASQ’s World Conference on Quality and Improvement as well as invitations to other exclusive events and the Executive Roundtable. Additionally, Enterprise Quality Roundtable members receive special discounts for ASQ’s WCQI and Lean and Six Sigma Conference for all employees.

To learn more about ASQ membership, visit [asq.org/join](http://asq.org/join).